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About This Game

Truth: Disorder is an exciting story about a guy named Thoru who once realizes that his whole life is a lie.

The game will surprise you:
- An interesting story full of mysteries and secrets.

- Unexpected twists and turns in the plot.
- Several bright characters, each of which is unique and in interaction with the hero.
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TL;DR
Graphics - meh
Sound - alright
Price - excellent
Gameplay - fun
Overall - Worth it
12 out of -5432 : Will play again

Tripped over this one as I was browsing for something new. The preview looked a bit like an aliens movie so I figured it couldn't
be too terrible. I have found it to be one of my more enjoyable FPS for VR. It's a simple design that easy to play when you are
already tired from playing beat saber for 2 hours straight.

The graphics are workable if not ok. I have no trouble seeing what I am supposed to be shooting at an discerning what in the
environment I can interact with. They feel reminicent of one of the many shooters that came between HL and HL2.
The lighting is dark in places, but the flashlights work quite well. Going through vents can get a bit tense especially later on
when the vents can have enemies coming from many different angles. Other than dark places and passable light effects, don't
expect blockbuster results.

Sound is decent. Nothing special, but I can hear where enemies are coming from and a little ambience besides. The weapons
sounds nice. Firing the sub-machine gun sounds nice with short little burst of pops. The enemy weapons are loud, with the
exception of turrets that fire bullets. They could be a bit meatier I suppose.

I bought this at 5 dollars USD. I have already played over an hour. That's less than an hour at a laser tag place and I don't need to
put up with screaming children or angsty teens trying too hard to impress their friends.

The gameplay is where this really shines. It doesn't do anything unique, but the way it does it is well polished. There are ample
objects to take cover behind. How you take cover is up to you. I found myself crouching behind boxes, leaning around corners,
everything but low crawling. The enemies resond to your movements and fire at any part of you that is exposed.
The AI seems pretty simple and functional. Enemies shoot at you when they can. Some of them take cover, some of them just
charge you blasting away as quickly as they can. The combination of these can throw off your balance and make an encounter
more frenetic than you expected when you started.
My only complaint is that the gunplay doesn't seem as friendly to left handed players as it is to right handed players. I didn't see
any option to flip the inventory so that I didn't have to reach across myself to grab the next magazine. It's a minor complaint and
I was able to adapt quickly.

All together this is a fun walk through some futuristic settings replete with dark corridors, aliens crawling up your legs, and
homicidal machines out for your blood. You don't need a ton of space to play, but you may need to at least be willing to stand
up. It seems like picking things up of the floor could be a problem if you're in a chair.

*obligatory number*
12 out of -5432 : Will play again
. This game plays like many of the older TBS games, like Alpha Centauri, and its ilk. It has a vast tree of technology that
progresses pretty intuitively, but the controls and gameplay itself is rather hard to master.

Once you figure out the basics and get an understanding of how the game progresses and works, It becomes easier to work
through the game.

It essentially centers around colonizing planets that then become their own centers of production. Each planet has a "quality
rating" that determines its potential for use. Lower quality planets will end up being burdens on your empire, while high quality
planets will be the center for constructing your fleets and providing income.

Planets have a "resource" called population that is not so much usable, but must be managed to keep the empire from falling
apart. Higher populations require more management to keep happy, but come in handy to protect planets from capture.
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One you figure out that you can research higher levels of buildings for your colonies, the game becomes significantly easier to
manage the lower quality planets, and to capitalize off of the higher quality planets.

The game generally culminates in a match to invade and bombard each others planets, with the option to completely destroy the
planet (by reducing it's Quality rating), or by reducing the planet's population to zero. You have three invasion options: Bombard
(which has a high chance of lowering quality), Invade {which has a low chance of lowering quality), and Scout {Which may not
always lower population, but never reduces quality!). Systems recover 1 population per turn, so to actually capture a system, you
have to really have a big fleet.

The game is clever and addictive, and overall I suggest it to any fans of the old Sid Meyer's stuff.. Eurobeat intensifies uwu

Also would love to see new maps\/cars (prob. AE86 Levin too! since games name is Drift86). Oh god, the UELA and DRM
changes on this game have been incredible. recommended.. It's just not very much fun. It moves too fast and is over before it
really starts with really no desire to replay. I know for $5 I can't be expecting much. It also desperately needs an in-game quality
setting, it looks really jaggy and low quality. Spot on with the marketing though.. Very nicely done horror game with some retro
graphics during direct gameplay and neat visual novel-like scenes of interactions between characters.

Gameplay consists of wondering around big mansion with multiple floors, solving puzzles and mysteries of what is going on
while evading being brutally murdered by some majestic killer. During your journey you need to solve and maybe even fix this
one helluva family. And they have tons of problems. So from mystery point of view game is good. Plus game has several
endings so you can replay it multiple times to see all endings.

It's hard for me to speak anything about voice acting because it's all Korean. Actors seems to be pushing some decent emotions
to player. So... for me VA is good.

Overall I recommend the game for its price.. Fun game that brings back a lot of great memories! However, right now the game
is broken. Whenever I try to "design" a castle, the screen goes black and it locks up. I can't find anything about how to fix this,
so I guess I'm out of luck :-(

The only reason I don't recommend this game is for this reason.

EDIT: Discovered how to get around the crash. Save a castle or make your own and then load them all out from the saves.
Haven't had a crash since! Changing my recommendation.. This is some of the worst balancing I ever experienced. Have 0%
soldiers = retreat every time or lose the game, have 20% soldies = retreat every time and have
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 development in castle\/people\/ress. The only way to win battles is to accumulate gold
and buy the hero\/castle upgrades and this is only possible in late game and late game is over soon bc:
Hack to win the game easily:
Once you have bit of gold and levels, when your people bar is full\/almost full, buy a few times the "+25% people" top up, wait
a day, get 10-20 levels in one day, repeat.
To get that gold is the hard thing, since all +1 gold per turn upgrades are outright improvident.
I bought this game because the classic AoC doesn't run on my pc, and I'm tempted to say 1,99\u20ac are ok, but it isn't the case
sry. love is nice so is pain lol
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This game has the classic "adventure game" problem in which you have no idea what you are supposed to do to progress or even
what the puzzles are. There is no dialogue, no hint system, and the surreal world means that you generaly wouldn't be able to
guess what the next thing you need to do is.

Additionally, I have been unable to find a complete walkthrough anywhere on the internet. I only reccomend this to hardcore
adventure gamers.. This is honestly one of my all time favorites. Sadly its underrated. You can play 100 times over and get a
different result each time, although after about 2-3 play-thoughs I found I lost interest. To fix this I'd add a multi-player option
or a modding kit. I really love the fact that I can play this on my toaster of a PC and still enjoy it (dont change that devs).
Honestly I wouldnt buy the game in its current state for full price but for a discount I'd pick it every time. Although the "RNG"
kinda wrecks the game, it makes it at the same time (how you can play it so much and have different outcomes). Maybe a pre-
game classes or personal stat set up could help that. Damage done reduction done to the player for those classes or stats would
also be nice too but I think that would be a little much. Over all score for me is a 6\/10. Could be better but is decent at the
moment...

!!!Upcoming spoilers!!!

I like the game on the way down but on the way back up it needs a little more spice. I've ran though the 2nd half without trying
to fight anything and that seems to be the best way. Maybe a boss or stronger monsters would help.

Post game

I wish it was more rewarding. I mean if you had a solid strat to make it down and back the first time why not just try for the
same thing again? Maybe this is where the stronger items belong that way it feels like you're not just playing the game to waste
time. All in all its a good game after the first play-though it becomes quickly repetitive.. Don't avoid Avoid if you enjoy to
dodge obstacles and precipices while listening to some nice tunes. On the harder difficulties its harder than a bullet hell game...
just nuts.. There is no online multiplayer in Natural Soccer.

Your options are local multi-player - which is extremely fun - or single-player.

The single-player option is fun and challenging at first, but gets boring after a while because the league mode is very long, has
no promotion or relegation, no cups, no team management, no team roster, no top-scorer stats, nothing that really bonds you to
the team or players.

However, I still recommend Natural Soccer to those who want a fun, arcade soccer game to play locally with friends or family..
I work in the Canadian Military and Education Center. my area of knowledge is in trench warfare during the great war. most
games do a poor depiction of World War 1. However I find that this games terrain is incredibly accurate to the trenches on the
western front. The one thing I would love to see added is terrain that changes based on artillery shelling. I enjoy it immensely
and highly recommend for anyone interested in the great war!. cheesy and rly stale.

but hey its free. Pay to win!!. Certainly worth it for the laughs, had a lot of fun with it. Hope to see more small things like this in
future.. This is an "on-rails wave shooter" set in a flying pirate steampunk ship. Enemies fly around 180 degrees in front of you
and the VR environment is partially destructible. You collect coins from defeated enemies, chests, and destroyed
environments\/creatures. You spend those coins to upgrade your weapons or defenses or to heal. You start with only one weapon
and one shield in each hand and you can also jump. The only powerup is a health kit you need to shoot first and also touch to get
the healing effect.

The graphics are great, if cartoonish. But they really fit well with the steampunk motif this game was going for. Enemies looked
nice as well. The destructible enviroments were also well done. There's about 25 waves. And I believe there's three boss fights.
The first boss is terribly easy. However, without upgrades, I doubt the average gamer can finish the game. But with just a few
upgrades, the game becomes boringly easy. Game ran smoothly. Aiming seemed true (although there's a laser upgrade that'll
make that even easier).

My problem with the game is that the whole coin mechanism seemed like an artificial way to prolong the game. You will
probably need these upgrades to finish the game, yet it takes quite a while before you get enough to get to the end unless you're
very skilled. If you die, you will have to restart the level. Worst of all, once you get more than a few upgrades, it's just too easy.
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There's also just not a lot of content. I finished the game and even though there's more upgrades, including a rocket launcher I
can unlock, I just don't want to play this game anymore. Why would I want to do the levels over again, being even more over-
powered? This game has a price tag of $14.99 and that's just too much for this little content. Even on sale for $7.49 I would
have a hard time justifying the price given how quickly you can beat the game.

This is at most a $4.99 game. It's a close call, but I just can't recommend this game unless there's more updates. I would love to
see co-op (would be fun for somebody to steer while somebody shoots. Or to have one peason on each side defending each side
with maybe a stationary cannon needed for shooting down big enemies. Something to set this apart from much better wave
shooters out there.

Rate 4.5\/10 close, but can't recommend at this price point
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